Avian photoreceptors are a diverse class of neurons, comprised of four single cones, the two members of the double cone, and rods. The signaling events and transcriptional regulators driving the differentiation of these diverse photoreceptors are largely unknown. In addition, many distinctive features of photoreceptor subtypes, including spectral tuning, oil droplet size and pigmentation, synaptic targets, and spatial patterning, have been well characterized, but the molecular mechanisms underlying these attributes have not been explored. To identify genes specifically expressed in distinct chicken (Gallus gallus) photoreceptor subtypes, we developed fluorescent reporters that label photoreceptor subpopulations, isolated these subpopulations by using fluorescence-activated cell sorting, and subjected them to next-generation sequencing. By comparing the expression profiles of photoreceptors labeled with rhodopsin, red opsin, green opsin, and violet opsin reporters, we have identified hundreds of differentially expressed genes that may underlie the distinctive features of these photoreceptor subtypes. These genes are involved in a variety of processes, including phototransduction, transcriptional regulation, cell adhesion, maintenance of intra-and extracellular structure, and metabolism. Of particular note are a variety of differentially expressed transcription factors, which may drive and maintain photoreceptor diversity, and cell adhesion molecules, which may mediate spatial patterning of photoreceptors and act to establish retinal circuitry. These analyses provide a framework for future studies that will dissect the role of these various factors in the differentiation of avian photoreceptor subtypes. J. Comp. Neurol. 523:649-668, 2015. 
scriptomic diversity between cone subtypes is largely unstudied. With recent advances in next-generation sequencing, we are now able to assay genome-wide differences in gene expression between relatively small populations of cells, a necessary step in understanding the molecular mechanisms that drive cone photoreceptor diversification.
The diurnal avian retina is an excellent model for studying functional diversity in photoreceptors because it contains a variety of different types of photoreceptors. These include four single cones, the principal and accessory members of the double cone, and rods, each of which has a number of specialized properties (Fig.  1A ). For example, cone photoreceptors contain an Figure 1 . Rhodopsin and cone opsin promoters drive expression in non-overlapping subsets of avian photoreceptors. A: The complement of avian photoreceptors includes the violet, blue, green, and red single cones, the two components of the double cone, and rods. (A is adapted from Kram et al., 2010) . In addition to expressing different opsins, these cells differ in a number of morphologic features including inner and outer segment structure, oil droplet size and pigmentation, axon length and synaptic targets. B: To isolate specific subpopulations of avian photoreceptors, fluorescent reporters were constructed by placing GFP and DsRed under the control of 1.5-3-kb upstream promoters of rhodopsin, red opsin, green opsin, and violet opsin. These reporters were electroporated pairwise into embryonic day 6 retinas, which were then grown in culture for 8 days prior to harvesting and processing for frozen section. Reporters driving GFP are listed along the top (B), and reporters driving DsRed are listed along the side. DAPI nuclear stain is shown in blue (B). Each reporter drives expression restricted to the outer nuclear layer (ONL), with little expression seen in the inner nuclear layer (INL) or ganglion cell layer (GCL). Strong colocalization occurs when the same promoter drives both GFP and DsRed (B, diagonal) . Only rare coexpression is detected when different promoters drive GFP and DsRed. Scale bar 5 50 lm in B.
optical organelle in the inner segment, the oil droplet, which acts as a long-pass filter to narrow the spectrum of light reaching the outer segment and enhance color discrimination (Goldsmith et al., 1984; Hart and Vorobyev, 2005; Lind and Kelber, 2009; Partridge, 1989) . Oil droplets in each cone subtype are pigmented by a unique set of carotenoids (the exception being the violet cone oil droplets that lack carotenoids), resulting in spectral filtering specifically tuned for the opsin present in that subtype (Bowmaker and Knowles, 1977; Goldsmith et al., 1984; Hart and Vorobyev, 2005) . Photoreceptors also differ in their interactions with neighboring cells. Each photoreceptor subtype tiles the retina as an independent, semiregular mosaic (Jiao et al., 2014; Kram et al., 2010) and forms synapses with specific horizontal and bipolar cells at different levels of the outer plexiform layer (Mariani, 1987; Wahlin et al., 2008) . The molecules mediating these various features of avian photoreceptor subtype specialization have not been identified.
Furthermore, subtype-specific transcription factors likely drive photoreceptor differentiation and regulate the expression of the genes that mediate the specialized properties described above. The transcriptional regulation of photoreceptor differentiation has been relatively well studied in the rod-dominant mammalian retina, in which RORB, NRL, and NR2E3 drive rod differentiation, and THRB, RXRG, SALL3, ONECUT1, and COUP-TFI and II are involved in regulating cone differentiation (de Melo et al., 2011; Emerson et al., 2013; Mears et al., 2001; Ng et al., 2001; Peng and Chen, 2005; Roberts et al., 2005 Roberts et al., , 2006 Satoh et al., 2009; Srinivas et al., 2006; Yoshida et al., 2004) . However, the role of these genes in the cone-dominant avian retina has not been thoroughly explored. In addition, it is likely that additional, as yet unstudied, transcription factors are necessary to generate the greater diversity of photoreceptors found in birds.
To discover genes that may drive the differentiation and diversification of avian photoreceptors, we conducted gene expression profiling of developing avian photoreceptor subtypes. We successfully identified hundreds of genes enriched in specific photoreceptor subtypes, including transcription factors, signal transduction molecules, cell adhesion molecules, and lipid-metabolizing enzymes. The spatiotemporal expression profiles of selected transcripts were determined by using in situ hybridization, which confirmed expression in photoreceptors at various developmental stages. Identification of these differentially expressed genes yields insights into the molecular mechanisms driving avian photoreceptor diversification, setting the stage for further mechanistic analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Animal husbandry
All procedures were carried out in accordance with an animal protocol approved by the Animal Studies Committee of Washington University (No. 20110089) . Pathogenfree White Leghorn eggs were obtained from Charles River (North Franklin, CT) and stored at 14 C upon arrival. Eggs were warmed to room temperature for 2 hours, and then incubated in a humidified, rocking chamber held at 38 C for up to 20 days for embryonic time points, or were hatched and used for postembryonic time points.
Construction of fluorescent reporters
The upstream promoter regions of rhodopsin, red opsin, green opsin, and violet opsin were isolated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of genomic DNA (gDNA). Rhodopsin and green opsin promoters were isolated from chicken (Gallus gallus) gDNA (nucleotides 21,949 to 288 relative to the transcription start site [TSS] 5 11, corresponding to chr12:19, 499, 501 ,514 in galGal4 and nucleotides 2,975 to 28, corresponding to chr26:4,504,913-4,501,931 in galGal4, respectively). Because the red and violet opsin loci are not fully represented in the current chicken genome assembly (galGal4), we screened a chicken genomic bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library with red and violet opsin probes, without success. As an alternate approach, we isolated the red opsin promoter from Carolina anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis) gDNA (nucleotides 21,797 to 187, corresponding to chr2:88663108-88664997 in anoCar2.0) and the violet opsin promoter from zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) gDNA (nucleotides 21,946 to 145, corresponding to chr1A_ran-dom:206453-208444 in taeGut1). These regions were selected to include both the proximal promoter and phylogenetically conserved regions upstream of the TSS. Primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) include restriction enzyme sites used for subcloning and are listed in Supplemental Table S1 . The PCR products were digested and ligated into the previously described "no basal DsRed" or "no basal GFP" reporter vectors, which are derived from pCAGGS (Hsiau et al., 2007) . Restriction digestion and Sanger sequencing were used to confirm the sequences of the final constructs. 0.25 lg/ll (rhodopsin and red opsin reporters) or 0.5 lg/ll (green and violet opsin reporters) in 1X PBS. A higher concentration of green and violet opsin reporters was used, as they expressed more weakly than the rhodopsin and red opsin reporters.
Following 6 days of rocking incubation at 38 C, Hamburger and Hamilton (H&H) stage 26-28 embryos (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) were harvested, and the eyes were removed. The sclera, choroid, and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) were dissected away from the retina, leaving the anterior segment attached. Retinas were then immersed in DNA solution and electroporated with an ECM830 Electro Square Porator (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) delivering 5 pulses at 30 V for 50 ms with a 950-ms interval. After electroporation, retinas were transferred to Whatman nucleopore filters floating on media (Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium [DMEM] with 10% fetal bovine serum [FBS], 2% chicken serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 lg/ml streptomycin, and 0.29 mg/ml L-glutamine) and maintained in culture at 37 C, 5% CO 2 for up to 15 days. Each experiment consisted of electroporation of two reporters, one driving DsRed and the other driving green fluorescent protein (GFP), and was conducted in triplicate. Experiments included: 1) rhodopsin versus green opsin, embryonic day 6 (E6) 1 9 days in vitro (DIV), 2) red opsin versus green opsin, E6 1 9 DIV, 3) red opsin versus rhodopsin, E6 1 15 DIV, 4) red opsin versus green opsin, E6 1 15 DIV, and 5) red opsin versus violet opsin, E6 1 15 DIV. Expression driven by the violet opsin reporter was not robust until E6 1 12 DIV, so it was not used at the earlier time point. Each replicate for the early time point comparing the rhodopsin and green opsin reporter was derived from eggs originating from a different flock, and sequenced individually. All other experiments were conducted by using samples derived from the same flock that were processed in parallel (see below).
Retinal dissociation and FACS
For experiments at 9 DIV, 6 electroporated retinas were pooled, and 12 retinas were pooled at 15 DIV, as fluorescent cell recovery was reduced at this later time point because the tissue was more resistant to dissociation. This may have introduced some bias against more mature photoreceptors with longer processes, but should have impacted all cell populations similarly. Fluorescent regions of explanted retinas were dissected in calcium-and magnesium-free phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and washed twice in the same buffer. Retinas were then dissociated in 1 mg/ml trypsin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at 37 C for 10-12 minutes, with flicking every 2 minutes. Dissociation was stopped by addition of 1 mg/ml trypsin inhibitor (Sigma), and retinas were then treated with 0.2 mg/ml DNaseI (Sigma) for 5 minutes at 37 C. Three volumes of media were then added, and the tissue was triturated 5-10 times with a P1000 pipette (Rainin). Tissue was pelleted at 1,500 3 g for 30 seconds, the supernatant was removed, and cells were resuspended by flicking. Then 500 ll of sorting buffer (1% FBS, 0.1 mM EDTA in CMF) was added to the cells, which were passed twice through cellstrainer caps (12 3 75 mm) of 5-ml polystyrene roundbottom tubes (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) using a plastic transfer pipette. Cells were collected in RLT buffer supplied with the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA) using a FACSAria II (BD Biosciences). Yield ranged from 12,000 to 200,000 cells per sample.
RNA isolation, cDNA amplification, and sequencing RNA was isolated from sorted cells using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) per the manufacturer's protocol, with on-column DNase treatment, eluted in 30-ll elution buffer, and stored immediately at 280 C. RNA quantity was determined by using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer, with an estimated yield of 0.5-1.0 pg RNA/cell. RNA quality was assessed by using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, and all samples had an RNA integrity number (RIN) 8. Five ll of total RNA was used as input for the NuGEN (San Carlos, CA) Ovation RNA-Seq kit, which was implemented as per the manufacturer's protocol to generate complementary DNA (cDNA). Prior to cDNA purification, 1 ll was set aside for qualitative (q)PCR (see below). cDNA was then purified by using the Qiagen MinElute PCR purification kit, eluted in 22 ll Elution Buffer (EB; Qiagen), and stored immediately at 220 C. Then 4 lg cDNA was submitted to the Genome Technology Access Center at Washington University for adapter ligation and sequencing on an Illumina (San Diego, Ca) HiSeq 2500. The three replicates comparing the rhodopsin and green opsin reporters at E6 1 9 DIV were sequenced separately. The quality scores for two of these replicates were obtained by using CASAVA v1.7 with Solexa 64-bit offset base quality scores (Illumina), and the quality scores for the third replicate were obtained by using CASAVA v1.8 with Sanger-style 33-bit offset. All other experiments were sequenced in a single lane and employed CASAVA v1.8 to determine quality scores. Sequencing depth ranged from 21,000,000 to 82,000,000 reads per sample.
Sequencing data analysis
Reads were aligned to the chicken genome (galGal4), and splice junctions were mapped by using TopHat v1.4.0, RRID:OMICS_01257 , with the following options: anchor length of 5, splice mismatch of 1, intron length 10-500,000, 20 max transcriptome hits, segment length of 21, and micro-exon search "on." The first two replicates of the rhodopsin versus green opsin early time point comparison were run with the additional option of using Solexa 1.3 quality scores.
Both Cuffdiff, RRID:OMICS_01969 (Trapnell et al., 2010) , and edgeR, RRID:OMICS_01308, (Robinson et al., 2010) were used to identify differentially expressed genes. Cufflinks v1.3.0, RRID:OMICS_01304, was run with a max intron length of 500,000 and compatible hits normalization, followed by Cuffmerge, and Cuffdiff with multiread correction, upper quartile normalization, and fragment bias correction (Trapnell et al., 2010; RRID: OMICS_01969) . Significance was scored at a cutoff false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05. To generate input for edgeR v3.4.2, RRID:OMICS_01308 (Robinson et al., 2010) , read counts were derived from the accepted_hits.bam file (generated by Bowtie, RRID:O-MICS_00653; Langmead et al., 2009 ) by using SAMtools, RRID:nlx_154607 (Li et al., 2009) , and HTSeq, RRID:OMICS_01053 (Anders et al., 2014) , and then compiled into a count table. Transcripts with 0 hits in four or more of the six samples (three replicates, two populations) were filtered out, and significance was scored at a cutoff FDR of 0.05. The differentially expressed genes presented in this article were scored "significant" by both Cuffdiff and edgeR at 0.05 FDR, were more than twofold enriched, and were expressed at 5 fragments per kilobase per million reads (FPKM) in the enriched population. Because red, blue, and violet opsin are not included in the current genome assembly, enrichment for these genes was determined by aligning reads to the U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) reference sequence (NM_205440.1, NM_205517.1, and NM_205517.1, respectively) along with 21 other photoreceptor-specific genes including the other opsins (Supplemental Table  S2 ) by using Bowtie v0.12.7 (Langmead et al., 2009 ; RRID:OMICS_00653). The Bowtie output was then merged with the rest of the dataset and included in differential expression analysis by using edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010; RRID:OMICS_01308) . Raw sequencing data and differential expression data are available through NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) , and can be accessed through GEO Series accession number GSE59850.
A heat map was used to display relative expression levels for the subset of differentially expressed genes with an FPKM value 20 and fold change 3. Gene expression was directly compared in all cell populations assayed at each time point (i.e., populations isolated with the Rho::DsRed, Red::DsRed, and Green::GFP at E6 1 9 DIV were compared, as were the populations isolated with Rho::GFP, Red::Red, Green::GFP, and Violet::GFP at E6 1 15 DIV). This was accomplished by using the equation shown below to calculate the log 2 fold change of each transcript x in a specific population y relative to the mean expression of that transcript at the relevant time point. The average FPKM was used for populations measured more than once at a given time point (i.e., the green opsin-enriched population at the early time point and the red opsin-enriched population at the late time point). 
Reverse transcription and quantitative PCR
Standard curves were generated by using total RNA that was isolated from E16 chicken retinas with phenol/chloroform extraction, quantified on a NanoDrop 2000 UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, New York, NY), and stored at 280 C. Reverse transcription of 5 lg of total RNA was conducted for 50 minutes at 55 C in a total volume of 20 ll, using 200 U Superscript III, 0.5 mM deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP)s, 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 40 units RNaseOUT, 1X First Strand buffer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and 2.5 lM Oligo(dT) 20 primer (Integrated DNA Technologies), followed by heat inactivation for 5 minutes at 85 C, and a 20-minute digestion with 2 U RNase H (Life Technologies) at 37 C. cDNA was purified by using a PCR purification kit (Life Technologies) and eluted into 30 ll elution buffer. cDNA quality met the thresholds of 260/280 2.0 and 260/ 230 2.3, as determined by measurement on a NanoDrop 2000 UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Primers (Integrated DNA Technologies) were designed to target 80-120-bp regions spanning exon/ exon junctions toward the 3 0 end of the transcript to select for cDNA, were tested for specificity by using BLAST (NCBI) and in silico PCR (University of California, Santa Cruz Genome Browser), and are listed in Supplemental Table S1 .
Quantitative PCR was conducted on a StepOne Plus Real Time PCR System (Life Technologies). A 5-point standard curve with 1:10 serial dilution and three technical replicates was measured in a total reaction volume of 20 ll, with 2 ll DNA, 0.5 lM primers (Integrated DNA Technologies), and 1X SYBR green PCR master mix (Life Technologies). Cycling conditions included a 10-minute denaturation at 95 C, 40 cycles of 95 C for 15 seconds, 60 C for 1 minute, followed by a melt curve measured at 0.3 C increments ranging from 60 C to 95 C. The melt curve was used to confirm specificity, and the slope of the calibration curve confirmed efficiencies of 90-110% in the range of C t values relevant to the samples being measured. The most dilute point was not included in the calculation if the C t value was > 35. Within a dilution point, outliers of > 1 cycle were also excluded. Finally, "no template control" C t values were > 35, confirming that no significant amplification occurred in negative control wells.
qPCR was conducted on 0.5 ll 1:40 diluted cDNA per well, prepared as described for RNA-Seq, with the reaction and cycling conditions described above. Each plate included the reference gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), which was expressed at comparable levels in all samples. Data analysis was conducted in Excel, and fold change was calculated by using the equation below, where E is efficiency determined using the slope of the standard curve (E 5 10
[-1/slope] ), GOI is the gene of interest, ref is GAPDH, CP is the crossing point or C t value, and DCP reflects the difference in crossing point between the population with lower expression (control) and the population with higher expression (sample) (Pfaffl, 2001 ). This method was selected because it incorporates primer efficiencies and is therefore more precise than the comparative C t method alone. 
In situ hybridization and imaging
Probe templates were isolated as 500-1,000-bp fragments by PCR of E16 chicken cDNA (prepared as described above for qPCR standardization). PCR primers (Integrated DNA Technologies) included EcoRI sites for subcloning into the bluescript vector pBSK1 (Supplemental Table S1 ). The MAFA probe targets 612 nucleotides beginning with the transcription start site and was cloned with NcoI sites. Following digestion and ligation into pBSK1, Sanger sequencing was used to confirm insertion and orientation, and PCR with T7 and T3 primers was used to generate a template for digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled probe synthesis (Trimarchi et al., 2007) .
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was conducted as previously described (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996) . For frozen and paraffin section in situ hybridization, retinas were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (wt/vol) in 1X PBS overnight at 4 C, and either equilibrated overnight in 30% sucrose (wt/vol) in 1X PBS and embedded in Tissue-Tek OCT compound (Sakura, Torrance, CA), or dehydrated in an ethanol series and embedded in paraffin. Sections were taken at 12 lm, air-dried for 30 minutes at room temperature, and stored for no longer than 1 week at 220 C. In situ hybridization was then conducted as previously described (Trimarchi et al., 2007) . The probes were used at 1 or 2 ll per 100 ll hybridization buffer, pH 7.5 (Trimarchi et al., 2007) . Images were taken at 4003 by using an Olympus BX-51 compound microscope fitted with a differential interference contrast (DIC) filter (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), and processed by using Adobe (San Jose, Ca) Photoshop CS5 to adjust brightness and contrast. For fluorescence imaging, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was briefly applied at a 1:1,000 concentration to counterstain nuclei.
RESULTS

Engineering opsin reporters to isolate photoreceptor subpopulations
To identify genes specific to photoreceptor subtypes in the chicken, we used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of individual photoreceptor subpopulations followed by RNA-Seq. Opsins are the best characterized markers of avian photoreceptor subtypes (Adler and Raymond, 2008) . We therefore employed opsin promoters driving the expression of fluorescent reporters to selectively label individual photoreceptor subtypes. We obtained functional rhodopsin (RH1) and green opsin (RH2) promoters from chicken genomic DNA by PCR, but were unable to isolate promoters for red (LWS), blue (SWS2), and violet (SWS1) opsin from this species because the corresponding genomic regions are not represented in the current genome assembly, and attempts to clone these regions from a BAC library failed (data not shown). Instead, we obtained functional red and violet opsin promoters from Carolina anole lizard (A. carolinensis) and zebra finch (T. guttata), respectively. We also obtained blue opsin promoter fragments from both zebra finch (T. guttata) and platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus), but these promoters expressed weakly and inconsistently and thus were not used further (data not shown).
To verify that the opsin reporters drive expression in subsets of photoreceptors, pairs of fluorescent reporters driving GFP and DsRed were electroporated into E6 retinas. This time point is at the peak of photoreceptor neurogenesis and immediately prior to cell cycle exit (Morris, 1973 ), a critical stage at which the plasmids can enter the nuclei during mitosis but will not be diluted out by numerous subsequent cell divisions. The electroporated retinas were then grown in explant culture for 8 days, processed, and visualized (Fig. 1B) . In all cases, fluorescence was limited to the outer nuclear layer (ONL), indicating that the reporter-driven expression is restricted to photoreceptors. High levels of GFP and DsRed coexpression are present when the same promoter drives both reporters (Fig. 1B, diagonal) . In contrast, when two different promoters drive GFP and DsRed, minimal coexpression is observed, indicating successful labeling of distinct photoreceptor subpopulations.
Identification of differentially expressed genes at two stages of photoreceptor development
We first isolated photoreceptors at a time point equivalent to E15, a developmental stage at which the induction of opsin expression, synaptogenesis, and outer segment elaboration occur (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996; Hanawa et al., 1976; McLaughlin, 1976; Meller and Tetzlaff, 1976; Wahlin et al., 2008) . This was accomplished by coelectroporating six E6 retinas with two different reporters and harvesting dissociated cells by FACS after 9 days in culture. All comparisons consisted of three replicates and were conducted pairwise between cells isolated from the same tissue to control for variation in developmental stage, location and efficiency of electroporation, growth conditions, and gender. Coelectroporation with Rho::DsRed and Green::GFP generated two distinct single-positive populations that were isolated by FACS by using the gating shown in Figure 2A . Similar results were obtained with the Red::DsRed and Green::GFP reporters (Fig. 2B) . The yield from FACS ranged from 30,000 to 200,000 cells per sample. Fewer cells were obtained with the Green::GFP reporter relative to the Red::DsRed and Rho::DsRed reporters, consistent with the lower density of green cones relative to red cones and rods (Kram et al., 2010) .
Following RNA isolation and cDNA production and amplification, enrichment of specific photoreceptor populations was confirmed by using qPCR to determine the endogenous levels of the opsin transcripts. Strong enrichment for rhodopsin and green opsin transcript were observed for the Rho::DsRed-and Green::GFP-positive populations respectively (Fig. 2C) , indicating successful enrichment for rods and green cones. Similarly, the Red::DsRed and Green::GFP reporters yielded strong enrichment for red and green opsin in the appropriate populations (Fig. 2D) . Because red opsin is expressed in red single cones and in both members of the double cone (Araki et al., 1990) , we expect enrichment of a mixed population of red single and double cones with Red::DsRed.
To identify genes that may underlie functions specific to photoreceptor subtypes, we conducted RNA-Seq and differential expression analysis on the enriched photoreceptor populations (Robinson et al., 2010; Trapnell et al., 2010) . We identified 117 differentially expressed genes between the Rho::DsRed-and Green::GFP-positive populations, and 231 differentially expressed genes with Red::DsRed and Green::GFP, with an FDR of 5%, normalized expression level of 5 FPKM, and 2-fold change between populations (Fig. 2E,F) . A complete list of differentially expressed genes at E6 19DIV is available in Supplemental Tables S3 and S4 .
Next, we sought to identify genes that drive and maintain the diverse functions of developmentally advanced photoreceptors. We therefore conducted three separate comparisons of photoreceptor populations enriched at a later time point, E6 1 15 days in culture, which roughly corresponds to the time of hatching. The distributions of fluorescent cells observed with FACS of the Red::DsRed versus Green::GFP populations are largely consistent with the earlier time point, and the gating was therefore kept the same (Figs. 2B, 3B). Two distinct populations were clearly visible for Red::DsRed and Rho::GFP (Fig. 3A) , but there were apparent double positives with coelectroporation of Red::DsRed and Violet::GFP (Fig. 3C ). Because these double positives are more frequent at higher levels of DsRed intensity, we suspect that this is artifact but cannot rule out either leakiness of the reporters or coexpression of two opsins within a single photoreceptor. We therefore employed more conservative gating to collect the Red::DsRed population from the Red::DsRed versus Rho::GFP and Red::DsRed versus Violet::GFP experiments (Fig. 3A,C) .
Successful enrichment of photoreceptor populations using FACS was again confirmed by using qPCR to measure levels of endogenous opsin transcript. Red opsin and rhodopsin were enriched with Red::DsRed and Rho::GFP, respectively (Fig. 3D ), red and green opsin with Red::DsRed and Green::GFP, respectively (Fig. 3E) , and red and violet opsin with Red::DsRed and Violet::GFP, respectively (Fig. 3F) . These data indicate that our reporters were expressed in rods (Rho::GFP), red single and double cones (Red::DsRed), green cones (Green::GFP), and violet cones (Violet::GFP). However, we also observed 10-fold enrichment of violet opsin in the Rho::DsRed population, and 43-fold enrichment in the Green::DsRed population. These differences may be exaggerated as the levels of violet opsin are at the lower limit of detectability by qPCR and therefore more subject to variation. RNA-Seq indicated a less pronounced enrichment of violet opsin transcript (2-fold for Rho::GFP, 10-fold for Green::GFP, and 7-fold for Violet::GFP; Fig. 4C-E) . The observed enrichment of violet opsin in the Rho::GFP population may therefore not be biologically meaningful. However, the strong enrichment Enrichment for violet opsin could have resulted either from leakiness of the reporter or from transient coexpression of the two opsins within individual developing photoreceptors. We rarely saw coexpression of the violet opsin reporter with other reporters at E6 1 9 DIV (Fig.  1B) . To further address this issue, we coelectroporated Violet::GFP with each of the other reporters driving DsRed, harvested the explants at E6 1 15 DIV, and took whole-mount images of three retinas per group at 2003 Figure 2 . Expression profiling at an intermediate developmental stage identifies several hundred differentially expressed genes. Retinas were coelectroporated with either Rho::DsRed and Green::GFP (A,C,E) or Red::DsRed and Green::GFP (B,D,F) at embryonic day 6 and cultured in vitro as explants for 9 days. A,B: Six retinas for each of three replicates were dissociated, and FACS was used to isolate fluorescent cells. Gating is shown for a representative replicate for each experiment. C,D: To verify enrichment of desired cell types, qPCR was conducted on amplified cDNA from sorted populations to determine the relative prevalence of opsin transcripts. Fold enrichment has been normalized to GAPDH, and error bars represent the standard deviation between the three biological replicates. E,F: Sequencing data were analyzed by using TopHat to determine the expression level for each transcript (fragments per kilobase per million reads [FPKM] ). Each transcript is represented as a point plotted with expression levels (FPKM) in either Rho::DsRed (E) or Red::DsRed (F) on the x-axis and in Green::GFP on the y-axis. Cuffdiff was used to identify significantly differentially expressed (SDE) genes at 5% FDR. These positive hits were filtered to include only genes also called significant by edgeR, with 5 FPKM, and with 2-fold change between populations and are represented as colored dots for Rho::DsRed (E, black), Red::DsRed (F, red), and Green::GFP (E,F, green). magnification. We did not observe high levels of coexpression for any of the reporters aside from Violet::DsRed. Specifically, 2.5% (7/499) of Green::DsRed1 cells were also positive for Violet::GFP, as were 1.8% (28/1525) of Red::DsRed1 cells and 1.1% (13/1150) of Rho::DsRed1 cells. In contrast, 100% (398/398) of Violet::DsRed1 cells were also GFP1. Therefore, we conclude that reporter leakiness does not occur in a sufficiently high percentage of the cells to result in violet opsin enrichment in the Green::GFP population. Instead, the strong enrichment for violet opsin in the Green::GFP population is likely due to ectopic expression of violet opsin. Our attempts to prove expression of violet opsin in Green::GFP1 cells by staining electroporated explants with a violet opsin antibody were unsuccessful, as the antibody did not have activity against the retinal explants. However, opsin coexpression does occur in vitro when chicken photoreceptors are exposed to exogenous signaling molecules (Bradford et al., 2005) . Therefore, it may be that differences between explant culture conditions and the signaling environment in vivo resulted in ectopic expression of violet opsin.
To identify genes enriched in specific photoreceptor populations at the later time point (E6 1 15 DIV), we ) at embryonic day 6 and cultured in vitro as explants for 15 days. A-C: Twelve retinas for each of three replicates were dissociated, and fluorescent cells were isolated by using FACS with the indicated gating. The downward curve of the data points at high DsRed intensities is an artifact that can occur when applying compensation controls, a necessary correction due to the overlapping excitation/emission spectra of DsRed and GFP. D-F: To verify enrichment of desired cell types, qPCR was used to determine the relative prevalence of opsin transcripts in the sorted populations. Fold enrichment has been normalized to GAPDH, and error bars represent the standard deviation between the three biological replicates. G-I: Sequencing data were analyzed by using TopHat to determine the expression level for each transcript in FPKM. Each transcript is represented as a point plotted with expression levels in Red::DsRed on the x-axis (G-I) and in Rho::GFP (G), Green::GFP (H), or Violet::GFP (I) on the y-axis. Significantly differentially expressed (SDE) genes are represented as colored dots for Red::DsRed (G-I, red), Rho::GFP (G, black), Green::GFP (H, green), and Violet::GFP (I, violet).
Transcriptome profiling of avian photoreceptors
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience conducted RNA-Seq and differential expression analysis. We identified 466 differentially expressed genes between Red::DsRed-and Rho::GFP-positive populations, 134 differentially expressed genes between Red::DsRed-and Green::GFP-positive populations, and 298 differentially expressed genes between Red::DsRed-and Violet::GFP-positive populations (5% FDR, 5 FPKM, 2-fold change). Differentially expressed genes include the relevant opsins, as well as transcription factors and cell adhesion molecules, discussed in more detail below (Fig. 3G-I) . A complete list of differentially expressed genes is provided in Supplemental Tables S5-S7 .
Validation of photoreceptor transcriptome profiling results
We next sought to validate the RNA-Seq results by performing qPCR for selected genes. We selected 31 transcripts across a range of expression levels and fold changes and assessed their abundance in the amplified cDNA samples. The fold changes detected by RNA-Seq and qPCR were tightly correlated for both datasets collected at the early time point, E6 1 9 DIV (Fig. 4A,B) . The largest discrepancies between RNA-Seq and qPCR occur for transcripts present at low levels, such as monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) (Fig. 4A ) and calbindin 1 (CALB1) (Fig. 4B) , for which RNA-Seq indicates more modest differences in expression between samples. Comparable fold changes were also found by using samples from the later time point, E6 1 15 DIV (Fig.  4C-E) . Again, the greatest discrepancies between the two methods are observed with lowly expressed transcripts, including MAOA (Fig. 4C ), Violet Opsin ( Fig. 4C -E), and CALB1 (Fig. 4C,E) . Overall, fold change as measured by RNA-Seq and qPCR were highly correlated (R 2 5 0.74), confirming that RNA-Seq is a reliable means of assessing differences in gene expression in our system. Identifying specific categories of differentially expressed genes can indicate cellular functions involved in diversification. Accordingly, differentially expressed genes were assigned to functional categories by using gene ontology analysis (Huang et al., 2009 ) and manual literature search. As expected, enrichment of genes Figure 4 . Strong correlation between fold enrichment based on qPCR and RNA-Seq. For each experiment, differences in expression of 15 genes across a range of fold changes and expression levels were further quantified by qPCR. Results are shown for experiments conducted at both the early time point (A) Rho::DsRed versus Green::GFP and (B) Red::DsRed versus Green::GFP, and at the later time point (C) Red::DsRed versus Rho::GFP, (D) Red::DsRed versus Green::GFP, and (E) Red::DsRed versus Violet::GFP. Fold change as calculated by RNA-Seq is shown as striped bars, and fold change as determined by qPCR is shown as solid bars (A-E). Fold enrichment for qPCR was normalized to GAPDH, and qPCR error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on the standard error of the mean. A twosided t-test was used to assess significant enrichment in the qPCR data, with P values indicated as follows: P < 0.05 (*), P < 0.01 (**), and P < 0.001 (***). involved in phototransduction was observed, including the opsins and rod-and cone-specific components of the phototransduction cascade (Fig. 5A) . Interestingly, a large number of transcriptional regulators and signal transduction pathway components were differentially expressed (Fig. 5B,C) . These genes may play a critical role in directing the specification of photoreceptors during differentiation, and may indicate particular signaling pathways involved in diversification. Other genes involved in cell adhesion and in forming the extracellular matrix and cytoskeleton may mediate synaptogenesis, spatial patterning, and outer segment elaboration (Fig. 5D-F) . Of the large number of genes involved in metabolism, roughly half are specifically involved in lipid metabolism and could play critical roles in the formation and pigmentation of the oil droplets (Fig. 5G) . Other categories were represented by only a few genes and include ion channels, transporters, immune response mediators, and protein-modifying enzymes (Fig. 5H) . Finally, some genes have no known function, but are nevertheless highly and differentially expressed (Fig. 5I ).
Expression patterns of differentially expressed transcription factors, signal transducers, and cell adhesion molecules in the developing retina
Transcription factors are of particular interest because they directly regulate the expression of large numbers of target genes and thereby coordinate differentiation. To verify expression of the most highly and differentially expressed transcription factors in developing photoreceptors, we conducted in situ hybridization over a developmental time course ranging from E6 to posthatch day 13 (P13) (Fig. 6) . The maf family member NRL plays a critical role in rod differentiation in mammals, but this gene is absent from all known avian genomes (Coolen et al., 2005; Mears et al., 2001; Peng and Chen, 2005; Yoshida et al., 2004) . The absence of NRL has led to speculation that MAFA, a maf family member that is expressed in avian rods, acts as a key regulator of rod differentiation in the chicken, functionally substituting for NRL (Ochi et al., 2004) . We first detected the MAFA transcript by in situ hybridization at E12 in postmitotic, developing photoreceptors and in a small subset of cells in the inner nuclear layer (INL) and ganglion cell layer (GCL) (Fig. 6C) . MAFA expression intensified at later time points, and persisted in the mature retina (Fig. 6D-G) . We also observed that MAFA labeling is more widespread in the ventral than dorsal ONL, which parallels the distribution of rods in the avian retina (data not shown) (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996; Kram et al., 2010) . The faint signal throughout the retina at E6 is likely nonspecific background staining, but we cannot rule out low-level expression of MAFA at early developmental time points.
Another maf family member, MAFB, is enriched in the Green::GFP population at the late time point. Although MAFB has not been previously reported to play a role in photoreceptor differentiation, the related family member NRL is critical for rod photoreceptor differentiation in mice, and MAFA may drive rod differentiation in birds, as discussed above (Mears et al., 2001; Peng and Chen, 2005; Yoshida et al., 2004) . Like MAFA, MAFB transcripts localize to a subset of ganglion cells and amacrine cells, beginning at E8 and persisting into the adult (Fig. 6H-N) . In addition, there is very faint, scattered signal in the ONL at E20. This suggests that if MAFB does play a role in green cone differentiation, it is limited to a short developmental time window.
Spalt family members play an important role in regulating photoreceptor diversification in both Drosophila and mammals (de Melo et al., 2011; Domingos et al., 2004a,b) . Our dataset indicates that two spalt family members, SALL1 and SALL3, are strongly expressed in photoreceptors and are enriched in cones relative to rods, but are not restricted to a particular cone subtype. These genes have distinct spatiotemporal expression patterns. SALL1 expression is detected relatively early (by E8) is largely restricted to photoreceptors, and persists in the adult (Fig. 6O-U) . In contrast, SALL3 expression is first detected later (at E12) in both the outer and inner nuclear layers, but is undetected at postembryonic time points (Fig. 6V-BB) .
Nuclear receptors thyroid hormone receptor b2 (THRB) and retinoid X receptor c (RXRG) are both enriched in Red::DsRed populations and direct the differentiation of long-wavelength cones in the mammalian and zebrafish retina (Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2005 Roberts et al., , 2006 Suzuki et al., 2013) . THRB and RXRG have similar expression patterns: they are both largely restricted to photoreceptors throughout development beginning as early as E6 and persisting through E20, but are not detected at postembryonic time points (Fig. 6CC-PP) .
T-box transcription factor TBX2 is enriched in the Violet::GFP population and is necessary for the differentiation of zebrafish UV cones, at the expense of rods (Alvarez-Delfin et al., 2009) . We observed expression of TBX2 in the INL and GCL of the chicken retina throughout development, beginning at E6 and persisting through P14 (Fig. 6QQ-WW) . However, TBX2 also localized to a small population of photoreceptors at E12 through E20 (Fig. 6SS-UU) .
Among many differentially expressed signal transduction molecules, the receptor tyrosine kinase KIT was the . Differentially expressed genes across all datasets by functional category. Differentially expressed genes were filtered to include those with 20 average fragments per kilobase per million reads (FPKM) and 3-fold change and were combined into a single dataset. The average FPKM for each gene at the early and late time points were calculated. Then, the log 2 fold change for each population (Rh, Rhodopsin; R, Red Opsin; G, Green Opsin; V, Violet Opsin) relative to the average was calculated and is shown above, with genes expressed at above-average levels shown in increasing yellow intensity (see color bar). Genes were sorted into functional categories using gene ontology (GO) annotation and manual literature search. Categories containing a large proportion of differentially expressed genes include (A) phototransduction, (B) transcriptional regulation, (C) signal transduction, (D) cell adhesion, (E) extracellular matrix, (F) cytoskeleton, and (G) metabolism. Some gene categories were represented by only a few genes and are grouped together under "other" (H), whereas the function of other genes is unknown (I). most enriched in the Red::DsRed population (Fig. 5C ). In the mammalian retina, KIT is expressed in retinal progenitors, and later in a subset of amacrine and ganglion cells, but has not been reported in photoreceptors (Koso et al., 2007) . We confirmed the expression of KIT in developing chicken photoreceptors, beginning at E8 and persisting through E16, and in a subset of inner retinal neurons at the outer border of the INL beginning at E12 and persisting in the adult (Fig. 7) . This staining pattern suggests that KIT may play a direct role in avian photoreceptor differentiation, perhaps by acting upstream of transcription factors to direct the differentiation of red single and/or double cones. Interestingly, KIT ligand is mildly enriched in the Green::GFP population at both the early and late time point (by 2.2-fold and 2.8-fold, respectively). So, it is possible that green cones influence the differentiation of red single and/or double cones through the KIT pathway.
Synapse formation is critical for proper functioning of the visual system, and cell adhesion molecules are Figure 6 . Differentially expressed transcription factors have distinct spatiotemporal expression patterns. In situ hybridization across a developmental time course was used to assess the spatiotemporal expression patterns of a subset of differentially expressed transcription factors. Time points included embryonic days 6 (E6), E8, E12, E16, and E20 and posthatch days 7 (P7) and P13. A-G: Maf family member MAFA localizes to photoreceptors and a small population of cells at the inner edge of the INL and GCL beginning at E12 and persisting through P13. H-N: Maf family member MAFB localizes to a subset of photoreceptors at E20, and to a subset of putative amacrine and ganglion cells beginning at E8 and persisting in the adult. O-U: Spalt family member SALL1 expression is largely restricted to the ONL, with faint staining at the outer border of the INL, beginning at E8 and persisting through P13, whereas SALL3 localizes strongly to the both the ONL and INL in a temporally restricted pattern from E12 to E20 (V-BB). CC-PP: Thyroid hormone receptor b2 (THRB) and retinoid X receptor c (RXRG) are both present as early as E6, persist through E20, and are restricted to the ONL. QQ-WW: T-box transcription factor TBX2 is found in a subset of photoreceptors at E12 through E20, and is widely expressed in the INL and GCL throughout development. ONL, outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer. Scale bar 5 50 lm in WW (applies to A-WW).
Transcriptome profiling of avian photoreceptors
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience prime candidates for mediating the interaction between pre-and postsynaptic cells. The expression of strongly differentially expressed cell adhesion molecules in developing photoreceptors was assessed during the E8-E20 developmental window using in situ hybridization (Fig. 8) . These time points coincide with chicken photoreceptor synaptogenesis, which begins at E13 and is complete by E20 (McLaughlin, 1976; Wahlin et al., 2008) . Down syndrome cell adhesion molecules DSCAM, enriched in Green::GFP-, Rho::GFP-, and Violet::GFP-positive populations, as well as DSCAML1, enriched in Red::DsRed-positive populations, were of particular interest because DSCAM homologs play a role in synaptic targeting and mosaic formation in the inner retina of mammals and birds and in the lamina and medulla of Drosophila (Fuerst et al., 2008 (Fuerst et al., , 2009 Hattori et al., 2008; Millard et al., 2010; Millard and Zipursky, 2008; Yamagata and Sanes, 2008) . We detected DSCAM at E8 in photoreceptors and a subset of ganglion cells (Fig. 8A) , and later in large subsets of Figure 7 . KIT expression is restricted to developing photoreceptors and developing and mature horizontal cells. The spatiotemporal expression pattern of KIT was assessed by frozen section in situ hybridization at embryonic days E6, E8, E12, E16, and E20, and at posthatch day 7 (P7). Transcript is first detected at E8 at the outer edge of the outer neuroblast layer, and localizes to both the ONL and a subpopulation of INL cells at E12 and E16. The signal in photoreceptors is diminished by E20 and absent by P7, whereas inner retinal staining remains distinct through P7. ONL, outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer. Scale bar 5 50 lm. Figure 8 . Differentially expressed cell adhesion molecules are restricted to photoreceptors and distinct populations of inner nuclear cells. The spatiotemporal expression pattern of differentially expressed cell adhesion molecules DSCAM (A-D), DSCAML1 (E-H), FAT4 (I-L), and CHL1 (M-P) were determined by in situ hybridization. Time points assessed were embryonic days 8 (E8), E12, E16, and E20, which include the critical period of synaptogenesis from E13 to E20. Expression in the outer nuclear layer (ONL) is apparent for all adhesion molecules at E12 and E16. Strong expression is also detected within the inner nuclear layer (INL), with each gene localizing to distinct levels of the INL. Expression in the INL persists longer than in the ONL, and is present through E20. Localization of DSCAM and DSCAML1 in the ONL at E12 was assayed in paraffin sections at a higher magnification (B2,F2). Asterisks mark unlabeled photoreceptors. GCL, ganglion cell layer. Scale bar 5 50 lm in P (applies to A-P); 10 lm in F2 (applies to F2, B2). cells at the inner and outer thirds of the INL (Fig. 8B1) . In contrast, DSCAML1 is first detected at E12 (Fig.  8F1 ) and strongly labels photoreceptors and the entire INL. INL expression of DSCAML1 becomes more restricted by E20, with a stronger signal in the outer half of the INL (Fig. 8H) . Both DSCAM and DSCAML1 are detected in only a subset of photoreceptors at E12 (Fig. 8B2,F2) .
Like DSCAMs, cadherin family members and L1CAM have been implicated in regulating synaptogenesis in the central nervous system (Gerrow and El-Husseini, 2006; Schmid and Maness, 2008) . Accordingly, we further explored the expression patterns of the atypical cadherin FAT4 and of cell adhesion molecule with homology to L1CAM (CHL1), which were enriched in Green::GFP-positive and Violet::GFP-positive cells. FAT4 has an expression pattern that closely mimics DSCAML1, with induction at E12 and localization to photoreceptors and throughout the INL (Fig. 8I-L) . Similarly, CHL1 is initially detected at E12 in photoreceptors and at the inner and outer borders of the INL (Fig. 8N) . By E20, CHL1 is detected only in very rare populations at the extreme inner and outer edge of the INL (Fig.  8P) .
Finally, we sought to determine whether certain differentially expressed genes are in fact restricted to photoreceptor subpopulations. Subtype-specific antibodies are not available for all of the avian photoreceptors, so it was not feasible to use immunohistochemistry to unequivocally identify the photoreceptor subtypes expressing individual transcripts. Instead, we evaluated the spatial distribution of selected transcripts by using the in situ probes described above, and probes for red, green, and violet opsin, to label whole-mounted retinas. Because individual photoreceptor subtypes are spatially arranged in mosaics (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996; Kram et al., 2010) , we expect that genes restricted to photoreceptor subtypes will have a mosaic-like staining pattern. Furthermore, the photoreceptor subtypes are not present at equivalent densities: 40.7% are double cones, 21.1% green cones, 17.1% red cones, 12.6% blue cones, and 8.5% violet cones (Kram et al., 2010) . We therefore expect that the density of labeling for differentially expressed genes should correspond to that of the appropriate cone opsin. To make the best assessment of population density, we chose time points at which each probe had robust staining, which was slightly later for the cone opsins than for the other probes (Fig. 9) .
We found that THRB, RXRG, DSCAML1, DSCAM, and FAT4 transcripts are restricted to subpopulations of photoreceptors ( Fig. 9B-F) . The relative densities of DSCAM and green opsin (Fig. 9E,H) are comparable, as are those of FAT4 and violet opsin (Fig. 9F,I ), supporting the hypothesis that these cell adhesion molecules are restricted to green and violet cones. Genes enriched with Red::DsRed could be expressed in red single cones, or double cones, or both. Because RXRG and DSCAML1 label a large population of cells comparable to the density of red opsin staining (Fig. 9B,D,G) , they may be expressed in double and single cones, whereas THRB (which labels a smaller population of cells, Fig.  9C ) may be expressed only in single or double cones. We could not obtain reliable signal in whole-mount preparations for the following probes: MAFA, SALL1, SALL3, or CHL1. However, a mosaic pattern was previously observed for MAFA using immunohistochemistry (Ochi et al., 2004) .
Colabeling experiments are needed to verify the localization of differentially expressed genes. However, despite repeated efforts, it was not possible to obtain convincing double fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) staining for individual cone opsin transcripts and other candidate cell type-specific transcripts. We attribute this failure to two causes. First, the sensitivity of the assay is such that reliable FISH signal could only be obtained for the highly expressed opsins. Second, the opsins could only be detected by FISH at late stages of embryogenesis, at time points when most of the other cell type-specific transcripts' levels were greatly reduced. Thus, both limitations in sensitivity and a limited overlap in the temporal windows of expression of the coexpressed transcripts precluded adequate evaluation by FISH.
DISCUSSION
We conducted transcriptome profiling of developing avian photoreceptor subpopulations to identify genes that may regulate differentiation, mosaic formation, synaptogenesis, and oil droplet formation and pigmentation. To do this, we grew electroporated retinas in explant culture until they reached the desired developmental stage, a strategy that is more efficient than in vivo electroporation and was necessary to generate sufficient cell numbers for this study. We successfully identified hundreds of differentially expressed genes, and confirmed the localization of a number of differentially expressed transcription factors and cell adhesion molecules to subsets of endogenous developing photoreceptors using in situ hybridization. Furthermore, we found a number of intriguing parallels between differentially expressed genes identified in our study and known heterogeneity in other species (discussed further below), which lends additional support to a role for these genes in avian photoreceptor diversification. 
Transcriptional regulation of photoreceptor differentiation
NRL is a critical driver of rod differentiation in mammals, but a comprehensive study of maf family genes in vertebrates indicated that the NRL homolog is absent from all avian genomes (Coolen et al., 2005; Mears et al., 2001; Peng and Chen, 2005; Yoshida et al., 2004) . Given the reported existence of NRL orthologs in fish and amphibians, it appears that NRL was specifically lost in the avian lineage (Coolen et al., 2005; McIlvain and Knox, 2007; Nelson et al., 2008) . The maf family member MAFA was among the most highly enriched genes in cells expressing the rhodopsin reporter. In addition, the spatiotemporal expression pattern of MAFA is consistent with a role in driving rod differentiation and maintaining expression of rod-specific genes in the adult. These data suggest that a rewiring of the cis-regulatory network in avian rod photoreceptors has occurred in birds to allow MAFA to take on the role of NRL. Interestingly, MAFA is also expressed in a small subset of cells in the inner retina that are likely amacrine cells. The function of MAFA in these cells is unknown, but its presence suggests some divergence in function between MAFA and NRL, because NRL is restricted to rods in mammals.
Two of the most highly enriched transcription factors with the red opsin reporter are thyroid hormone Figure 9 . Differentially expressed transcription factors and cell adhesion molecules localize to a subset of photoreceptors. Whole-mount in situ hybridization of embryonic day 16 retinas was used to visualize selected transcription factors (B,C) and cell adhesion molecules (D-F) at the level of the photoreceptors. A: No signal was observed with a sense control. B: Retinoid x receptor c (RXRG), a transcription factor enriched with the red opsin reporter, was strongly detected in a large subset of photoreceptor cell bodies. C: Thyroid hormone receptor b2 (THRB) was also enriched with the red opsin reporter, and appears to localize to a smaller population of photoreceptor cell bodies than RXRG. D: Also enriched with the red opsin reporter, Down syndrome cell adhesion molecule like 1 (DSCAML1) shows a staining pattern similar to that of THRB and RXRG. E: Down syndrome cell adhesion molecule (DSCAM) was enriched with the green opsin reporter and localizes to a rare population of photoreceptors, with signal localized to the level of the inner segment, rather than the cell body. F: Atypical cadherin FAT4 was enriched with the violet opsin reporter and localizes to the inner segments of a very rare population of photoreceptors. G: Red opsin localizes to a large proportion of photoreceptors at E18. H: Green opsin localizes to a rare population of photoreceptors at E18. I: Violet opsin localizes to the sparsest population of photoreceptors at E19. The apparent larger size of cells labeled with violet opsin is due to differences in either developmental stage or subcellular localization, as magnification is equivalent for all panels. Scale bar 5 50 lm in A-I.
receptor b2 (THRB) and retinoid X receptor c (RXRG), which regulate long wavelength-sensitive (LWS) cone differentiation in mouse and zebrafish (Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2005 Roberts et al., , 2006 Suzuki et al., 2013) . Although the expression of both RXRG and THRB in developing chicken photoreceptors has been previously demonstrated (Hoover et al., 1998; Trimarchi et al., 2008) , the enrichment of these genes within a particular class of photoreceptors has not been described. This finding is significant in that 1) it demonstrates that the mechanisms driving the differentiation of long wavelength cones have been highly conserved and that 2) THRB and RXRG may serve as very early markers of avian photoreceptor specification. The latter point is important because the study of chicken photoreceptor cell fate has been limited by the inability to identify photoreceptor subtypes until a week after cell cycle exit, when opsin expression begins (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996) . Therefore, the expression of RXRG and THRB during cell cycle exit at E6 (Fig. 6 ) provides a new entr ee into studying the early aspects of avian photoreceptor specification and may allow for the dissection of cell fate decisions leading to the generation of red single and double cones.
There is no mammalian equivalent of the chicken green cone (which expresses RH2 and not OPN1MW), so chicken green cone differentiation may be regulated by transcription factors not involved in mammalian photoreceptor differentiation. The maf-family transcription factor MAFB was 5-fold enriched in green opsin-expressing photoreceptors at E6 1 15 DIV, which suggests that MAFB may act to drive the expression of genes specific to green cones late in development. Of note, the related family member MAFA is suspected to regulate the expression of rhodopsin, RH1, the vertebrate opsin with closest phylogeny to the chicken green opsin, RH2. The enrichment of two different maf family members in these closely related cell types suggests that the regulation of RH opsins by maf family transcription factors may be an evolutionarily ancient mechanism that predates the split between the RH1 and RH2 genes.
Spalt family members SALL1 and SALL3 were both enriched in cones relative to rods, but have distinct spatiotemporal expression patterns. SALL3 is expressed in the developing outer and inner nuclear layers, in a pattern similar to the mammalian SALL3, which regulates photoreceptor and horizontal cell development (de Melo et al., 2011) . In contrast, SALL1 is largely restricted to photoreceptors and persists in the adult. These data suggest that the function of SALL3 may be conserved between birds and mammals, but that SALL1 may have diverged to take on a different role in regulating photoreceptor differentiation and function.
Orthologs of the chicken violet opsin, SWS1, include zebrafish UV opsin and mammalian blue opsin. Mutations in the zebrafish T-box transcription factor tbx2b cause UV cone precursors to differentiate as rods, resulting in the overproduction of the latter cell type (Alvarez-Delfin et al., 2009 ). In our study, TBX2 was strongly enriched in Violet::DsRed-positive cells, suggesting that TBX2 may drive the differentiation of the orthologous avian photoreceptor subtype, the violet cone. Given the potentially conserved role of TBX2 between these distant species, it is possible that TBX2 may play an important role in driving blue cone differentiation in the mammalian retina as well.
Synaptogenesis
Ribbon synapse formation is a critical aspect of photoreceptor differentiation that occurs between E13 and E20 in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) (McLaughlin, 1976; Wahlin et al., 2008) . The avian OPL consists of three sublaminae, with rods and double cones synapsing in the outermost sublamina, red and green single cones in the middle sublamina, and blue and violet cones in the innermost sublamina (Mariani, 1987; Morris and Shorey, 1967; Wahlin et al., 2008) . Of note, Whalin et al. (2008) found that dystrophin localizes specifically to the outer sublamina. In our dataset, dystrophin was enriched in both the rhodopsin and red opsin reporter-positive populations (Supplemental Tables S3,  S6 , and S7), suggesting that this extracellular matrix component is produced by rods and double cones and may contribute to the formation of a distinct extracellular milieu in the outer sublamina of the OPL.
In addition to extracellular matrix components, differentially expressed adhesion molecules may be involved in both synaptic targeting and lateral spacing. DSCAM family members have been implicated in both processes in the inner retina of birds and mammals (Fuerst et al., 2008 (Fuerst et al., , 2009 Yamagata and Sanes, 2008) , and in the lamina and medulla of Drosophila (Hattori et al., 2008; Millard et al., 2010; Millard and Zipursky, 2008) . Furthermore, we found that DSCAM and DSCAML1 localize to a subset of cells in both the inner and outer retina during development, as do the atypical cadherin FAT4 and cell adhesion molecule with homology to L1CAM (CHL1). These data are consistent with a model in which these genes, along with other differentially expressed cell adhesion molecules, act in combination to regulate synaptogenesis and establish circuits throughout the thickness of the retina.
The receptor tyrosine phosphatase PTPRT and the alpha-liprin homolog PPFIA4 were both highly enriched in rhodopsin reporter-positive populations and may direct synaptic targeting in rods. Mutations in the Drosophila homologs of these genes disrupt targeting of R1-R6 and R7 photoreceptors within the lamina and medulla, respectively (Choe et al., 2006; Clandinin et al., 2001; Hofmeyer et al., 2006; Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001 ). However, neither gene has been studied in the vertebrate retina to date. In addition to PTPRT, receptor tyrosine phosphatases PTPRF, PTPRG, PTPRM, PTPRR, and PTPRU were enriched in different cone populations (Supplemental Tables S3-S7 ), indicating that this gene family may play a broad role in regulating photoreceptor synaptogenesis.
Paracrine factors can also mediate synaptogenesis. The expression of specific GABA receptor g-subunits in cone photoreceptors has been reported in the salamander retina (Zhang et al., 2003) , and Huang et al. (2000) speculated that g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) secreted by rabbit horizontal cells may act on cone photoreceptors to establish synaptic connections. Our observation of the enrichment of GABA A receptor c 3 (GABRG3) in red opsin-expressing cone photoreceptors further supports a role for GABA-driven input in shaping synapse formation in specific photoreceptor subtypes, as it does elsewhere in the central nervous system (Akerman and Cline, 2007) .
Oil droplet formation and pigmentation
The brilliantly colored oil droplets are a particularly striking feature of avian cone photoreceptors. Oil droplets in different photoreceptor subtypes differ both in size and in spectral absorbance (based on differential carotenoid accumulation) (Bowmaker and Knowles, 1977; Goldsmith et al., 1984) . Although oil droplet formation does not occur in explant culture, possibly due to an absence of necessary carotenoid substrates, we anticipate that some genes important for oil droplet formation are still expressed. Cell death-inducing DFFA-like effector A (CIDEA) is essential for generating large lipid droplets in brown fat (Puri et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2003) and is >2-fold enriched in red and green opsin-expressing photoreceptors, both of which contain prominent oil droplets (Supplemental Tables S3  and S5 ). We have also identified two enzymes enriched in red opsin reporter-positive populations that may metabolize zeaxanthin to generate galloxanthin and ecarotene, the carotenoids thought to be present in the double cone oil droplet (Goldsmith et al., 1984) . Unpublished work in our laboratory suggests that beta-carotene oxygenase 2 (BCO2) can asymmetrically cleave zeaxanthin in the first step of galloxanthin biosynthesis (Matt Toomey, personal communication) . In addition, glutathione S-transferase alpha 3 (GSTA3) isomerizes a steroid ring double bond during the synthesis of progesterone and testosterone (Johansson and Mannervik, 2001 ), analogous to the mechanism by which ecarotene may be derived from zeaxanthin. Future studies will explore the potential role of these enzymes in carotenoid metabolism within avian cone subtypes.
CONCLUSIONS
We leveraged the power of next-generation sequencing to identify specific genes potentially involved in the transcriptional regulation of differentiation, synaptogenesis, mosaic formation, and oil droplet pigmentation in avian photoreceptor subtypes. We hope that these data will serve as a useful resource for the study of avian photoreceptor diversification, and expect that further inquiry into the function of particular differentially expressed genes will yield important insights into photoreceptor development.
